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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Dear PANYC members and friends,
I hope this newsletter finds you all well during this challenging time. The outbreak of COVID-19 has caused
many changes to our lives. Fortunately, as far as we know, no PANYC members have become seriously ill, but
few of us have not been affected by the illness or loss of a loved one or friend as well as the negative social and
economic effects of the crisis. I urge everyone to continue to support one another and to follow the advice of
public health officials. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at PANYC, if you think there is anything we can
do to help.
As the newly elected PANYC President, I’d like to express my great thanks and deep appreciation to PANYC’s
officers and board members for their previous years of service to our all-volunteer organization and to
acknowledge our newly elected representatives. Within the newsletter you will find lists of both. We owe special
thanks to Shelly Spritzer, who has been our Treasurer for 17 years (!), as well as to our past President, Joan
Geismar, who has taken the helm so many times, and to Lizzie Martin, who has served three consecutive twoyear terms as Secretary.
As a result of the pandemic, PANYC’s annual Public Program at the Museum of the City of New York has been
indefinitely postponed until it is safe to gather in large numbers. In place of the usual event notes, are the
program and opening remarks from PANYC’s first Public Program in 1981. You’ll see some familiar names and
read a plea in support of local archaeology in this blast from the past.
Thanks to all of you who attended our March meeting electronically, via Zoom, a new first for PANYC. The
increased turnout suggests we should consider an electronic meeting every now and then, even when things
return to a new normal. And, in case you missed the meeting, we unanimously voted in a new member, Matthew
Spigelman. Welcome Matthew! Speaking of meetings, our May meeting, initially postponed to June, is cancelled,
due to the general slowdown. We will reconvene in September and set the date of that and our other 2020-2021
meetings electronically.
And, last but not least, I’d like to express a big THANK YOU to Elizabeth Meade for continuing to create the
newsletter and a plea to our members to send Elizabeth interesting material to incorporate. Do you have a photo
of mystery or otherwise intriguing object you’d like to share? Notice of a recent publication or update about a
field project? Old photos or maps? Idea for a regular column? We’d welcome your contributions.
Warmly, Meredith Linn, PANYC President
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PANYC GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
September 24, 2019 | 6:30 PM
Neighborhood Preservation Center
232 East 11th Street, New York, New York
PRESENT: Britt, Cantwell, Geismar, Linn, Martin, Meade, Geiger, Jansson, Stone, Wall
PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Geismar first brought up the subject of our meeting place. The Neighborhood Preservation Center (NPC) had
a 20 year lease and this ends in 2020, so, it is possible that we will need a place to meet as of January 2020.
Historic Districts Council has a different lease and will still be at the same location so Geismar is going to
speak with them about renting a room for future meetings.
Geismar followed up with the board on her efforts to advocate for the property 227 Duffield Street which is
an historic property that has potential links to the Underground Railroad. She has recently written a letter to
the LPC advocating for the preservation of the building.
TREASURER'S REPORT:
Geismar gave report in Spritzer’s absence. There is $4356.09 in the bank. Geismar showed a list of the 12
people who are confirmed to have paid 2019’s membership dues. Martin will confirm that this is the accurate
list and then send out a notice to members with a renewal form. [Email sent on 9/25/2019]
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Elections: We will be having election in March 2020. Stone suggested that we form the Elections Committee
in this meeting so that we are prepared for the January deadline. Wall, Cantwell, and Geismar formed a
committee.
LPC: Geismar thanked Jansson, Wiley, and Stone for their help in checking the calendar of properties listed to
have hearings at the LPC. Geismar gave testimony on one property at the last meeting (see September’s
Newsletter) but she is uncomfortable (and wary) with the way it was it was received. PANYC continues to
encourage greater interest in and advocacy for archaeology at the LPC. Coincidentally, the day she was at the
LPC Stonewall’s application received a different reaction, so she witnessed success. Geismar asked for more
volunteers to help review the hearing calendar for the next couple of months. Geiger and Jansson offered their
help for October and November.
Met Chapter, NYSAA: Linn presented about the up and coming Met Chapter. There are 3 upcoming events
on the first Wednesday of the next 3 months.
[These events were just emailed out with the specific details on 9/28/2019 and announced in the September
Newsletter.]
Oct. 2nd (Oyster pots); Nov. 6th (co-hosted with PANYC a screening of Wendy and Arnold’s film about
slavery in Ulster County) and Dec. 4th (brick and mortar analysis ). All are at 6 pm at the Fordham Lincoln
Center Campus room 424 in the Lowenstein Building, 60th and Columbus. PANYC is hosting the November
6th event and Geismar’s offer to also co-host the one on December 4th was accepted.
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SEPTEMBER 2019 GENERAL MEETING
MINUTES (CONTINUED)
COMMITTEE REPORTS (CONTINUED):
Linn and MacLean are thinking of offering snacks and Wall said that there is money for the Met Chapter that
she is holding at this time. This can perhaps be transferred to Meade, the new treasurer. Geismar indicated that
PANYC could also participate in sponsoring snacks for the co¬sponsored talks. Linn announced that they are
in need of a secretary.
To conclude the Met Chapter discussion Linn said that she and MacLean plan to send out information to grow
membership again. The Met Chapter is meant to promote arch in the NYC region to professionals and anyone
else. It’s also a good advocacy forum. Officers: Linn and MacLean are co-presidents, Meade is treasurer. She
asked about the old system of trustees and Stone elaborated on that. Old trustee members will be contacted to
see if they want to re-join. Wall suggest¬ed sending the events announcement to Sandy Ground and Cantwell
suggested the Staten Island Historical Society. They are also sending to the AIA. New event ideas are always
welcome.
Newsletter: Thank you so much to Elizabeth Meade for a great September issue. Geismar mentioned again
she thinks more than 2 newsletters a year would help keep members in the loop. This sparked conversation
about how to get PANYC out to the public more. Members believe that we need more ways to get our work
out there and newsletters may not be the best way to keep contact at this time. For example, the group
discussed the idea of sending PANYC letters to the membership as they are written. It was decided that
PANYC letters now will be sent to the secretary to distribute to members. This is in addition to going to the
newsletter editor.
NYAC: Geismar reported that there is a meeting this Saturday in Binghamton. She will report back after the
meeting.
Parks: Geismar is still in contact with Sybil Young to work with her about making a list of archaeological firms
available to contractors bidding on projects that entail archaeology. Ideally, a list might be posted with contracts
posted at the Olmsted Center. Although the mechanism is still to be worked out, Sybil Young has been
fantastic and they will continue to communication about this.
Linn added that the new signs of Seneca Village will be installed by the end of October. On a related note, she
recently witnessed construction workers digging under the old reservoir stones near the Delacorte Theater and
emailed Marie Warsh about it. Warsh will investigate.
Public Program: Meredith Linn is thanked by all for all her hard work on last year’s program. It was a huge
success. Linn thanked Stone and Geismar, and Rakos for all of their work as well. PANYC has heard that the
MCNY was very pleased about the turnout. Linn indicated that she is going to speak with McFarlan at the
museum about a potentially different format for this coming year. She also wondered if anyone was able to
help organize. There is a continuity committee made up of Stone, Geismar, and Rakos. Britt offered to help
with planning this year as well.
Website: Britt reported that her goal was to get it finished in the summer of 2019 and although this did not
happen, it is almost there. Stone, Britt, and Rakos (the committee members) are still in communication about
it. Wix is the new template. Photos are still needed for the site. They should be good resolution, but not too
high. She will find out about the resolution can. Linn will share information about a company that hosts
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SEPTEMBER 2019 GENERAL MEETING
MINUTES (CONTINUED)
COMMITTEE REPORTS (CONTINUED):
academic sites. Members discussed how Wordpress might also be a good option. They asked for new members
in the committee and Geiger offered to join the committee.
Founding members are worried about PANYC’s survival and believe that the website is important for our
future. All agree.
The logo was also discussed. The CAH (Coalition for American Heritage) website will now have a horizontal
logo from Geismar. The question was asked about whether they should just simply use that for the website as
well? Meade and Linn will work on getting rid of the extra space in the horizontal logo and members agree
that this logo will be fine for the website too.
NEW BUSINESS:
Linn reported that a former student working with HHT is putting together a digital archive of the collections
of all of the HHT houses.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:27pm

PANYC GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
November 20, 2019 | 6:30 PM
Neighborhood Preservation Center
232 East 11th Street, New York, New York
PRESENT: Cantwell, Geismar, Linn, MacLean, Martin, Meade, Rakos, Stone, Spritzer
PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Geismar reported that she has been having issues being “heard” at the LPC hearings. Although PANYC is now
working to check and respond to the calendar, our testimony has fallen on deaf ears. Letters from Geismar’s
computer are also not going out as planned and she will check on how to confirm that communication is
working.
PANYC is moving meeting locations! The NPC’s 20 year lease agreement with the owners of the building (St.
Mark’s Church) has expired and we no longer can meet at the our usual venue. Meredith Linn has found us a
new meeting space at The Bard Graduate Center for our next meeting. The times remains the same: 6pm for
the board meeting and 6:30pm for the general meeting.
The address is: The Bard Graduate Center, 18 West 86th Street. Thank you so much to Meredith Linn. This
may not be a permanent meeting location but is scheduled for January as of now. It is free of charge. Linn says
that a list of people attending might need to be sent to security prior to the meeting. Martin will coordinate
TREASURER'S REPORT:
PANYC’s bank account is: $4697.09 There was a recent bill for GoDaddy that seemed unnecessary but the bill
was checked by Stone and Spritzer at the meeting and it is fine.
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NOVEMBER 2019 GENERAL MEETING
MINUTES (CONTINUED)
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Awards: There are a few good options this year. Potential nominees were discussed.
Elections: Cantwell, Geismar, and Rakos are the committee and will meet or discuss via email.
LPC: Continuing conversation about the LPC and how to move them to institutionalize addressing 19thcentury archaeology in landmarked districts and on privately-owned landmarked sites (they do address 18thcentury and earlier sites). Geismar noted that planned construction on the mid-19th-century Packer Institute
(school) site in Brooklyn was an example where archaeology should have been considered but PANYC
testimony fell on deaf ears. The conversation went further about how to handle the political dimension of the
LPC. PANYC, as always, tries to advocate for all archaeological time periods. PANYC board members
discussed how to make the LPC accountable to the history of NYC post-18th century on properties under
their purview.
Membership: No new applications.
Met Chapter, NYSAA: both events have been great and well received. A new one is planned for January 6th.
NYAC: No updates.
Parks: Geismar reported that Sybil Young has been extremely helpful and has arranged for the inclusion of
the LPC list of archaeologists into each bid package where archaeology is a factor. Geismar will follow up on
when this process has started.
Seneca Village Updates: Linn reported that Seneca Village has new signage up and there was a nice
ceremony for their introduction. It was very private, by invitation only. A few members present were a bit
upset about not knowing about the event. This is not the permanent exhibit in any case. The signs are only
planned for two years while The Central Parks Conservancy builds a more permanent educational monument.
There will be an article in the NY Times to announce these signs as well.
Additionally, Linn described the placement of another new monument to the Lyon’s family who were
connected to the site. It will be placed at 106th St. and there are now tours for Seneca Village through the
Conservancy. Finally, testing was planned for the second week of December at the playground on 85th St.
Hunter is doing this work.
Public Program: Thanks to Meredith Linn for taking this on for the second year in a row. She brought the
model previously discussed at the last meeting of 3-Minute object presentations by multiple archaeologists and
this went over well with the MCNY staff. There will be 5 quick presentations with a short intro and a
moderator. Vera from the MCNY has some ideas for the moderator. Linn suggested that archaeologists use
census data and how our artifacts enliven and enrich the data from the census as this connects to their most
recent exhibit.
Ideas of objects were discussed: Geismar could present a Dutch brick that workers used to help sink the 175
Water Street site ship; Richard Shaeffer’s work from the Bowne House; a medallion from Hoyt’s Cologne
(mentioned in the popular book To Kill a Mockingbird) from the Hunterfly Road Site in Weeksville; Riverdale
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NOVEMBER 2019 GENERAL MEETING
MINUTES (CONTINUED)
COMMITTEE REPORTS (CONTINUED):
artifacts are being processed at the Repository and Carol Weed could present a pre-European contact; bonbon
tongs; cookery and jugs from the Stadt Huys; Seneca Village Sarsaparilla bottle; artifacts connected to sailors
and gudgeons.
Final choices by the end of the meeting were as follows (but not finalized yet):
1) Riverdale
2) Brick
3) Button-blanks from CHP
4) Seneca Village
5) BonBon tongs
6) Sailing related object
Website: The committee is Stone, Rakos, Geiger, and Britt. Stone showed a mock-up of the new website
which uses Wix. It looks very good. Everyone is pleased. Although the content is mostly the same, they still
need images. The website will also include information about the public program and the past newsletters.
They will gather resources from Meade for the Newsletter and from DropBox.
NEW BUSINESS:
Jeffrey Lamia, president of the NYC AIA chapter, would like to have more cross dialogue with PANYC. He
says the AIA has trouble finding venues as well. He would like to have more shared information about the
public program etc. and there is the potential of co-sponsoring programming if helpful to both groups. The
AIA is giving scholarships to 3 new students as well which is good news.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:45pm.

PANYC GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
January 23, 2020 | 6:30 PM
Bard Graduate Center
38 West 86th Street, 6th Fl, New York, New York
PRESENT: Britt, Geismar, Linn, Martin, Meade, Rakos, Reilly, Spritzer
TREASURER'S REPORT:
Spritzer had the list of paid members and pointed out that 9 members are still unpaid. There is $4801.92 in
bank.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Geismar reported that Con Edison has recently reported that they are committed to adding an “unanticipated
discoveries” clause to future contracts. All on the board believes that is a good and major step.
The date for March’s meeting has been changed to March 25th because it conflicted with Ruth Tringham’s talk
at the Bard Graduate Center. The location will be at the Bard Graduate Center again though maybe in a
different building. Linn will check on the location and update the membership.
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JANUARY 2020 GENERAL MEETING
MINUTES (CONTINUED)
PRESIDENT'S REPORT (CONTINUED):
A future tour of the Trash Museum will be organized with the Met Chapter.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT (CONTINUED):
Awards: there is one nomination for non-archaeologist and one anticipated student paper nomination as well.
Landmarks: Linn reported some good news that the HHT has a new person working on the archaeological
collections for the curatorial department. She is creating a database of all the objects HHT has in their
collection (archaeological and non-archaeological). This will eventually be public.
Elections: the committee is going to meet and a ballot will be sent out. Some board members and officers will
be replaced this coming year. Please send in your ballot by February 15th!
Met Chapter, NYSAA: Membership applications/dues will be sent out. Potential Spring programs: a walking
tour of Seneca Village, a visit to the Trash Museum, and a talk about a local Native American site.
Parks: The most recent information Geismar has is that Sybil Young at Parks is giving contractors information
for how to find the list of potential archaeological firms to contact when starting a project.
Public Program: Linn reported that a moderator has been suggested by MCNY. She will update with more
news when she has it. The agreement between PANYC and the MCNY has been sent by Vera Penavic at the
museum. The program will be April 2nd, 6:30pm at the Museum of the City of New York. The format is set
for to be 5 presentations of 3 minutes each focusing on an object with themes that coincide with an exhibit at
the MCNY. All five boroughs will be represented. Linn will contact possible presenters and update members
on that as well.
Website: Rakos updated members on the website. They are working formatting and announce that a new page
for the old Public Program Awards to be listed will be added. Photographs are needed. Geismar and all present
thanks the committee for their work. The new website will be a big improvement.
All present thank Meredith Linn and The Bard Graduate Center for use of the space. The meeting was
adjourned at 7:15pm

Recent PANYC Correspondence
PANYC has been continuing its efforts to advocate for the protection of
archaeological and cultural resources in New York City. Recent correspondence
submitted by PANYC can be found on pages 8 and 9 of this newsletter.
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Professional Archaeologists of New York City

March 5, 2020
Mr. Edward A. Boling
Associate Director for the National Environmental Policy Act
Council on Environmental Quality
730 Jackson Place NW
Washington, DC 20503
Re: Proposed Update to Regulations Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act, Docket CEQ-2019-0003
Dear Mr. Boling,
Professional Archaeologists of New York City (PANYC) is a not-for-profit organization of
professional archaeologists who practice, teach, or are employed by federal and local agencies in the
New York Metropolitan area. As such, we are wary of changes that undermine our mission to
address and protect cultural resources. In this regard, we are concerned that the proposed
regulations, which are confusing at best, will increase litigation, project delays, and costs, exactly the
opposite of their stated intent. Consequently, PANYC has several major concerns.
As stated, the proposed new criteria are meant to reduce the number of actions subject to NEPA
review. However, because they are ambiguous and undefined, they could eliminate rather than
reduce NEPA review of actions that have significant effect on the human environment.
Under the proposed rules, NEPA review will be constrained. Agencies will be allowed to make
decisions at their discretion without public input and without adequately considering
alternatives. Neither public comment nor consideration of alternatives that could avoid or
minimize deleterious effects to resources and communities should be limited.
In addition, the proposed regulations encourage the use of bonds in court cases so those seeking to
bring a claim must put up money to access the court system, yet another potential restriction.
PANYC also disagrees with distinctions between direct and indirect effects and the use of
ambiguous and confusing terminology such as “reasonably foreseeable,” and “have a reasonable
close causal relationship to the proposed action or alternatives.” We also disagree with removing
consideration of cumulative effects. Again, this would result in arbitrary decision making based
on incomplete information and limited project review.
PANYC thanks you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed regulations.
Sincerely,

Joan H. Geismar
PANYC President
40 East 83 Street
New York, NY 10028

ELECTION RESULTS
Out-Going Representatives (2018-2020):
President: Joan Geismar
President-Elect: Meredith Linn
Secretary: Lizzie Martin
Treasurer: Shelly Spritzer
Board:
Anne-Marie Cantwell
Elizabeth Meade
Jessica MacLean
Linda Stone
Diana Wall
Kelly Britt, Past President

Newly-Elected Representatives (2020-2022):
President: Meredith Linn
President-Elect: Linda Stone
Secretary: Lynn Rakos
Treasurer: Elizabeth Meade
Board:
Kelly Britt
Anne-Marie Cantwell
Diane George
Anna Jansson
Lizzie Martin
Joan Geismar, Past President

From the Archive
Since we aren't able to get together for the Public Program as scheduled, we
decided to revisit programs from the past. The following pages include the flyer
and list of talks from the 1981 Public Program, as well as a transcript of the
remarks that opened the Program. Enjoy!
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Professional Archaeologists of New York City, Inc.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FORM
2020
Please Circle Your Membership Option:
Full Member (includes Newsletter): $25.
Adjunct Member (includes Newsletter): $15

[An adjunct member is a non-voting member currently working toward an advanced degree
and/or who is employed in a field related to archaeology]

Newsletter Subscription: $10.
Additional 501C3 Tax Deductible Donation: $______
Please provide the following information:
Name: _______________________________________
Address ______________________________________
_____________________________________________
Phone Number: _________________________________
Email Address: _________________________________

Please mail this form along with your check, made payable to PANYC, to:
Elizabeth Meade, PANYC Treasurer
c/o AKRF
440 Park Avenue South, 7th Floor

New York, NY 10016
.

